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Mark:

EYE SEE (design plus words)

)
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INT. 09

)

ic! berlin brillen GmbH,
and
Ralph Anderl

)
)
)
)
Opposers
)
)
v.
)
)
EYE SEE Courtesy Glasses
)
Applicant
)
____________________________________*

Opposition No. 91207517

OPPOSERS’ MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT AND SUPPORTING
MEMORANDUM OF LAW
PRELIMINARY STATEMENT
Pursuant to Rule 56 of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure and Rule 2.116 of the Rules
of Practice in Trademark Cases, Opposers, ic! berlin brillen GmbH and Ralph Anderl (“ic!”),
respectfully submits the following memorandum of law in support of its motion for summary
judgment.
ic! is the owner of the trademarks “IC!”, “IC! BERLIN”, and “IC! – BERLIN”, as well as
of U.S. Trademark Registrations for these marks: respectively, Registration No. 4,254,190 for
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“spectacles; sunglasses; spectacle frames; spectacle cases; spectacle glasses; spectacle
accessories, namely, temples for spectacles, spectacle lenses and contact lenses”; Registration
No. 3,531,209 for, inter alia, “optical lenses and optical glasses”; and Registration No. 2,611,684
for “spectacles, sunglasses, spectacle frames, spectacle glasses, spectacle cases.” (hereinafter
“the IC! Trademarks”).
Where, as here, the goods involved are identical, the Trademark Trial and Appeal Board
(“the Board”) has held that “the sole question to be determined is whether the marks . . . are
sufficiently similar so that their use on identical goods would be likely to cause confusion as to
source.” Kabushiki Kaisha Hattori Tokeiten v. Scuotto, 228 U.S.P.Q. 461, 462 (T.T.A.B. 1985).
In light of the identical nature of the marks “IC!” and “EYE SEE” with respect to sound and
meaning, Applicant’s use and registration of “EYE SEE” is likely to cause confusion, mistake
and/or deception amongst the consuming public. In addition, consideration of other relevant
factors, such as channels of trade and the lack of similar marks in use on eyewear, all lead to the
conclusion that ic! is entitled to judgment as a matter of law at this time, as there are no genuine
issues of material fact with regard to any of the factors.
Accordingly, ic! seeks an order from the Board entering judgment against Eye See Courtesy
Glasses sustaining this opposition and refusing registration of Application Serial No. 85092577.
DISCOVERY STATUS
Prior to formal discovery, Opposers’ counsel requested from Applicant’s counsel,
samples of the manner in which Applicant had used or made efforts to use its trademark, yet
Applicant’s counsel never provided such materials, presumably because no such materials
existed.
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On or about June 7, 2013 ic! served Eye See Courtesy Glasses with written discovery
including Interrogatories, Requests for Production of Documents and Requests for Admissions,
all of which were sent to Eye See Courtesy Glasses at the email address the parties have used for
correspondence for the duration of these proceedings. The parties agreed during the required
discovery conference that service by email would be acceptable in these proceedings. Twice
before the deadline to respond to the discovery request the attorney for Eye See Courtesy Glasses
requested an extension of time to provide responses. Both times, ic! allowed Eye See Courtesy
Glasses extra time to respond. Despite this, the extended deadline passed without any responses
to these discovery requests nor any further communication from Eye See Courtesy Glasses.
If a party on which requests for admission have been served fails to timely respond thereto,
the requests will stand admitted unless the party is able to show that its failure to timely respond
was the result of excusable neglect TBMP §407.04(a).
In this case, it has been months since Applicant has been served and has failed to provide
any responses. Accordingly, Opposer, ic! submits that the requests be deemed admitted. The
following Statement of Undisputed Facts includes facts thusly deemed admitted by Eye See
Courtesy Glasses. Attached as Exhibit 1 is a copy of Opposer's First Requests for Admissions.
STATEMENT OF UNDISPUTED FACTS
A. ic!’s “IC!” Trademarks
ic! designs, manufactures and sells eyewear, such as eye glasses and sunglasses, as well as
eyewear accessories. (Declaration of Ralph Anderl, ¶. 2; Exhibits A, B, C).
The “IC!” Trademarks were used in the United States as early as May 1998. (Id.). Since that
time, ic! has continually used the “IC!” Trademarks in commerce within the United States in
connection with its eyewear and related goods. (Id.).
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On September 13, 2000, ic! filed an Application for U.S. Trademark Registration of “ic! berlin,” now Registration No. 2611684, for “spectacles, sunglasses, spectacle frames, spectacle
glasses, spectacle cases” in International Class 09. On August 22, 2007, ic! filed Application for
U.S. Trademark Registration of “ic! berlin,” now Registration No. 3531209 for inter alia,
“optical lenses and optical glasses.” And on September 4, 2008, ic! filed an Application for U.S.
Trademark Registration of “ic!”, now Registration No. 4254190 for “spectacles; sunglasses;
spectacle frames; spectacle cases; spectacle glasses; spectacle accessories, namely, temples for
spectacles, spectacle lenses and contact lenses.” (generally, “ic!’s products”).
ic! developed and acquired the rights to the “IC!” Trademarks in 1998. (Id. ¶ 2). Since that
time, ic! has continued to sell IC! brand products in the United States and the brand has become
widely recognized and associated with ic! for eyewear products.(Id. ¶ 5, 6, 9).
Since 1998, ic!’s annual sales of products sold under the “IC!” Trademark have been
approximately $3,746,237.00 (three million, seven-hundred forty-six thousand, two-hundred
thirty-seven Dollars) (Id. ¶ 7).
ic! advertises, markets and promotes its “IC!” products to the consuming public and the trade
through a variety of ways. First, ic! promotes “IC!” brand products to the consuming public and
the trade through print advertisements (Id. ¶ 5, Exhibit B). Second, ic! promotes its “IC!”
products to the consuming public and the trade through its web site located at “http://www.icberlin.de/en_GB” [Id, Exhibit C]. ic! spent approximately $54,000.00 (fifty four thousand
Dollars) annually on advertising and promotion of the “IC!” brand (Id. ¶ 8).
ic! offers its IC! products for sale in the United States by way of resellers of eyewear and
apparel (Id. ¶ 4). Consumers may purchase ic!’s “IC!” brand products in the United States at
select retailers (Id. ¶ 5, Exhibit C).
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ic! is unaware of any other use of, or federal trademark registration for, a mark that is
confusingly similar to the “IC!” Trademarks for use on eyewear or similar products, other than
Eye See Courtesy Glasses “EYE SEE” mark at issue in this proceeding.
As a result of the extensive advertising, promotion and use which have been made of the
“IC!” Trademarks by ic! in the United States and internationally over the past 15 years, the IC!
Trademarks have become widely recognized and associated with ic! for high quality and
fashionable products. (Id. ¶ 9).

B. Eye See Courtesy Glasses’ Application to Register “EYE SEE”
Eye See Courtesy Glasses is a partnership located in Florida, U.S.
The goods listed in Eye See Courtesy Glasses’ intent-to-use application are identical or
essentially identical to ic!’s goods (Admissions 1 and 2).
The types of customers to whom Eye See Courtesy Glasses intends to sell its goods are the
same types of customer to whom ic! sells goods under its IC! Trademark including retailers of
eyewear and apparel and end consumers of eyewear products (Admissions 3, 4, and 5).
The channels of trade through which Eye See Courtesy Glasses intends to sell its goods
under the “EYE SEE” trademark are the same channels of trade through which ic! sells its goods
under the “IC!” Trademarks. (Admission 5)
Eye See Courtesy Glasses has not yet used the applied-for mark, “EYE SEE,” in U.S.
commerce. (Admission 6). Moreover, Eye See Courtesy Glasses has no bona fide intent to use
the mark in connection with the goods listed in the application, namely, eye glasses and
magnifying glasses, nor has it any evidence of any bona fide intent of such use (Admission 7).
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On July 26, 2010, Eye See Courtesy Glasses filed Application No. 85092577 seeking a
federal trademark registration for “EYE SEE” (words plus design) for use in connection with eye
glasses and magnifying glasses, in International Class 09. Eye See Courtesy Glasses’
Application does not allege use in commerce in the United States but rather is based on its intent
to use the mark.
The Application was published for opposition on June 19, 2012.
C. Procedural History
ic! commenced this opposition proceeding on or about October 17, 2012. In the Notice of
Opposition, ic! requests that Eye See Courtesy Glasses’ application to register “EYE SEE” for
eyewear be denied on the ground that the use of “EYE SEE” for eyewear is likely to cause
confusion, mistake, or deception in that the public, the trade, and others are likely to believe that
Applicant’s products are: (a) the same as ic!’s “IC!” products; or (b) provided by, sponsored by,
approved by, licensed by, affiliated with or in some other way legitimately connected to ic!’s
products.
In its Answer to the Notice of Opposition, filed on or about December 6, 2012, Eye See
Courtesy Glasses set forth general denials, did not allege use prior to ic!’s first use, and did not
raise any affirmative defenses. In its Answer, Eye See Courtesy Glasses “admit[ted] that the
‘EYE SEE’ mark proposed for registration by Applicant is similar in sound to Opposers’
Marks.” Hence, Opposer ic!’s prior use of the “IC!” Trademarks in the U.S. being an undisputed
fact, the sole issue for the Board’s determination at this time is the likelihood of confusion
between Eye See Courtesy Glasses’ mark and ic!’s “IC!” Trademarks.
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ARGUMENT
Summary judgment should be granted if the record demonstrates that “there is no genuine
issue of material fact and that the moving party is entitled to judgment as a matter of law.” Fed.
R. Civ. P. 56(c); see also Celotex Corp. v. Catrett, 477 U.S. 317, 322 (1986) (“summary
judgment procedure is properly regarded not as a disfavored procedural shortcut, but rather as an
integral part of the Federal Rules as a whole, which are designed to secure the just, speedy and
inexpensive determination of every action.”) The Board has indicated time and again that
resolution of inter partes proceedings in trademark matters by means of summary judgment is a
“salutary method of disposition,” Sweats Fashion, Inc. v. Pannill Knitting Co., 833 F.2d 1560,
1562, 4 U.S.P.Q.2d 1793, 1795 (Fed. Cir. 1987), which is to be encouraged. Phoenix Closures,
Inc. v. Yen Shaing Corp., Ltd., 9 U.S.P.Q.2d 1891, 1892 (T.T.A.B. 1988).
Here, ic! is entitled to summary judgment in this opposition proceeding because Eye See
Courtesy Glasses cannot offer evidence sufficient to establish the existence of any genuine issue
of fact. See Sweats Fashion, 4 U.S.P.Q.2d at 1795 (“[a] dispute is genuine only if, on the entirety
of the record, a reasonable jury could resolve a factual matter in favor of the non-movant”)
(emphasis in original).
There being no dispute as to ic!’s priority, the only issues in this opposition proceeding are
whether registration of Eye See Courtesy Glasses’ “EYE SEE” mark will likely cause confusion,
mistake or deception with respect to ic!’s prior “IC!” Trademarks, and whether Eye See
Courtesy Glasses’ lacked a bona fide intent to use the mark at the time of filing, thereby
rendering its application void. These issues are ones of law, which the Board may resolve on a
motion for summary judgment. Sweats Fashion, 4 U.S.P.Q.2d at 1796; Commodore Electronics
Ltd. v. CBM Kabushiki Kaisha, 26 USPQ2d 1503, 1507 (TTAB 1993).
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1. THERE IS A LIKELIHOOD OF CONFUSION BETWEEN EYE SEE COURTESY
GLASSES “EYE SEE” MARK AND ic!’S “IC!” TRADEMARK
Pursuant to Section 2 of the Lanham Act, 15 U.S.C.A. § 1052, no trademark by which the
goods of an applicant may be distinguished from the goods of others shall be refused registration
on the principal register on account of its nature unless it consists of or comprises a mark which
so resembles a mark registered in the Patent and Trademark Office “. . . as to be likely, when
applied to the good of the applicant to cause confusion, or to cause mistake or to deceive . . . .”
15 U.S.C.A. § 1052. Likelihood of confusion is determined on a case-by-case basis by
application of the factors identified in In re E.I. DuPont DeNemours & Co., 476 F.2d 1357, 177
U.S.P.Q. 563 (C.C.P.A. 1973).1 Only those DuPont factors that are shown to be material or
relevant in the particular case are properly considered in adjudicating likelihood of confusion.
Octocom Systems, Inc. v. Houston Computer Services, Inc., 918 F.2d 937, 16 U.S.P.Q.2d 1783
(Fed. Cir. 1990) (affirming a final decision by the Board granting Opposer’s motion for summary
judgment and refusing registration of Applicant’s mark “Octocom” for modems because of the
likelihood of confusion with Opposer’s registered trademark “Octacomm” for computer
programs). It is well-settled that if the issue of likelihood of confusion is in doubt, the question
will be resolved in favor of the senior user, in this case ic!. 3 McCarthy on Trademarks and
Unfair Competition § 23:64 (1999); J&J Snack Foods Corp. v. McDonald’s Corp. 932 F.2d

1

(1) Similarity of the marks in their entireties as to appearance, sound, connotation and commercial
impression; (2) Similarity and nature of the goods and services; (3) Similarity of established, likely to
continue channels of trade; (4) Conditions under which and to whom sales are made, i.e. “impulse” vs.
careful, considered purchases; (5) Fame of the prior mark (sales, advertising, length of use); (6) Number
and nature of similar marks in use on similar goods; (7) Nature and extent of any actual confusion; (8)
Length of time and conditions under which there has been concurrent use without evidence of actual
confusion; (9) Variety of goods on which a mark is used; (10) Market interface between applicant and the
owner of a prior mark; (consent; agreement re: confusion; assignment); (11) Extent to which applicant has
a right to exclude others from use of its mark on the goods; (12) Extent of potential confusion, i.e. de
minimis or substantial; and (13) Any other established fact probative of the effect of use.
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1460, 18 U.S.P.Q.2d 1889 (Fed. Cir. 1991) (“The newcomer has the clear opportunity, if not the
obligation, to avoid confusion with well-known marks of others.”)
The Board has held that where, as here, the goods involved are identical, “the sole question
to be determined” for establishing likelihood of confusion “is whether the marks . . . are
sufficiently similar so that their use on identical goods would be likely to cause confusion.”
Kabushiki Kaisha Hattori Tokeiten v. Scuotto, 228 U.S.P.Q. 461, 462 (T.T.A.B. 1985) (emphasis
added) (application to register “Seycos” for watches refused because of similarity in appearance
and pronunciation with Opposer’s registered trademark for “Seiko” for identical goods); see also
Bottega Veneta, Inc. v. Volume Shoe Corporation, et al., 226 U.S.P.Q. 964 (T.T.A.B. 1985)
(application to register “Borsa Veneto” for handbags refused because of the resemblance to
Opposer’s registered trademark for “Bottega Veneta” for identical goods); Jules Berman &
Assoc., Inc. v. Consolidated Distilled Products, Inc., 202 U.S.P.Q. 67 (T.T.A.B. 1979)
(application to register “Chula” for liqueurs refused because of similarity in appearance and
sound with Opposer’s registered trademark for “Kahlua” for identical goods).
Here, both parties goods are identical– eyewear. Accordingly, because Eye See Courtesy
Glasses’ “EYE SEE” mark and ic!’s “IC!” Trademarks are identical with respect to sound and
meaning (both conveying “I see”), the Board should enter judgment in ic!’s favor on the basis of
the marks’ similarity alone. Nevertheless, ic!’s evidence with respect to other relevant DuPont
factors, such as channels of trade and the lack of similar marks in use on eyewear products,
further reinforces the sole conclusion that there is a likelihood of confusion between Eye See
Courtesy Glasses’ “EYE SEE” mark and the “IC!” Trademarks.
I.

The Marks are Identical with Respect to Sound and Meaning
(DuPont Factor 1)
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According to the Board, “in order for a likelihood of confusion to exist, two marks need not
be similar in all three respects, namely visual appearance, pronunciation and
connotation/meaning. In appropriate cases, a mark will be refused registration “’if the similarity
in either form, spelling or sound alone is likely to cause confusion.’” E.I. DuPont De Nemours
and Co. v. Sunlyra Int’l, Inc., 35 U.S.P.Q.2d 1787 (T.T.A.B. 1995) (emphasis added) (citations
omitted) (application to register “Lyra” for children’s clothing refused because of the similarity
in sound and appearance with Opposer’s registered trademark for “Lycra” for use on synthetic
fibers).
Here, the marks “EYE SEE” and “IC!” (and ”IC! BERLIN”/”IC!-BERLIN”) are identical in
sound and semantic construction—both intending to convey and likely to be perceived as conveying
the phrase “I see.” Accordingly, the two marks should be deemed confusingly similar and this
factor weighs in favor of likelihood of confusion.
II. The Goods are Identical
(DuPont Factor 2)
The goods identified in Eye See Courtesy Glasses’ trademark application are identical to the
goods offered for sale by ic! under its “IC!” Trademarks (Admissions 2 and 3). Thus, this factor
weighs in favor of likelihood of confusion.

III. The Established and Likely to Continue Channels of Trade are Similar
(DuPont Factor 3)
As previously stated, the goods involved are identical. Furthermore, Eye See Courtesy Glasses’
listed goods would be offered for sale to consumers in the same sort of retail outlets that sell ic!’s
products. (Admissions 4, 5 and 6)
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Because identical products with identical trademarks are being sold in the same channels of
trade confusion is likely.
IV. There are no Similar Marks in Use on eyewear products
(DuPont Factor 6)
ic! is unaware of any similar marks to “IC!” “EYE SEE” or “I SEE” for eyewear or related
goods or services. This factor weighs in favor of likelihood of confusion.
V. The Absence of Actual Confusion is Irrelevant
(DuPont Factor 7)
ic! is unaware of any instances of actual confusion. This factor does not weigh against
likelihood of confusion, however, because the Board has held that “evidence of actual confusion
is often hard to come by and actual confusion need not be proved to find likelihood of confusion
under Section 2(d).” MSI Data Corp. v. Microprocessor Systems, Inc., 220 U.S.P.Q. 655, 659
(T.T.A.B. 1983). Thus, this factor should not weigh against likelihood of confusion.
VI. The Potential for Future Confusion is Likely
(DuPont Factor 12)
In light of the identical nature of the goods, the high phonetic and connotative similarity of
the marks, the similarity of the established and likely to continue channels of trade, and the lack
of similar names in use, ic! respectfully submits that the potential for future confusion is
substantial.
2. EYE SEE COURTESY GLASSES LACKED A BONA FIDE INTENT TO USE
THE MARK ON THE GOODS LISTED IN THE APPLICATION.
Section 1(b) of the Lanham Act requires that an intent-to-use applicant have a bona fide
intention to use the applied-for mark in commerce. 15 U.S.C. §1051(b). The lack of a bona fide
intent to use the mark at the time of filing renders the application invalid. See TBMP §
309.03(c)(5). To prevail on a claim of a lack of bona fide intent to use a mark, opposer must
11

prove that there is no genuine issue of material fact that applicant did not have a bona fide intent
to use the mark as of the filing date. See Commodore Electronics Ltd., 26 USPQ2d at 1507.
Here, it is undisputed that Applicant lacks a bona fide intent to use the mark on the appliedfor goods. (Admission No. 7 and 8).

CONCLUSION
Because all relevant DuPont factors favor likelihood of confusion, Opposers respectfully
requests that the Board issue an order entering judgment against Eye See Courtesy Glasses with
prejudice, sustaining this opposition and refusing registration of Application Serial No.
85092577.

ic! berlin brillen GMBH
and
Ralph Anderl

By _/apg/__________________________
Teresa C. Tucker
Alex P. Garens
Attorneys for Opposers
Grossman, Tucker, Perreault & Pfleger, PLLC
55 S. Commercial Street
Manchester, NH 03101
603-668-6560
Email agarens@gtpp.com
Date:__August 22, 2013____________________

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
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It is hereby certified that a true and complete copy of the subject Opposer’s Motion for
Summary Judgment and Supporting Memorandum of Law was served upon the Applicant via
email on August 22, 2013 to the following address:
tpinizzotto@gmail.com
By: __/apg/___________________________
Alex P. Garens
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Velospeak
ic! berlin
by A D M I N on APRIL 17, 2013

Here at Velospeak, there is loyalty to certain brands I hold in high regard. Due to this loyalty,
there are oftentimes multiple reviews of products from one manufacturer. If it has been
written about here once, then in all likelihood, there will be more from the same company.
The reason for this preface is to introduce ic! berlin, and give fair warning that I think this
company will be featured often here at Velospeak. ic! berlin makes glasses, mostly out of
metal, but also in plastic. There are prescription glasses as well as sunglasses. The company
is based in Berlin, and their product is made there as well. The unique feature of ic! berlin
glasses is the hinge. There is no pin or screw holding the arm in place, just an innovative
design that allows the connection to be made without additional parts. This means there is
no need for tightening the screw or pushing the pin back into place. It is quite ingenious, and
operates perfectly. The glasses I’ve had the opportunity to try are the M0164 der wegweiser.

They are very light, tipping the scale at 20 grams. The frame is 128mm, which is well suited
for most people. It is a simple and clean design, and when combined with the light weight,
these glasses are easy to wear all day long. I imagine the only reason for another pair of ic!
berlins would be for a change of style, as I think this pair will last a very long time. Also, ic!
berlin has an interesting website and blog. I hope to check out the company on a future trip
to Berlin.

	
  

spring / summer 2011

www.ic-berlin.de
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the ic! berlin philosophy
the ic! berlin philosophy was stolen by this guy from
the states, using it to become president - and as we
know, it worked, like in and for ic! berlin. so do i have
to mention that very famous sentence again? if i could,
but do i can? or yes we would? my memory..
the second important part of ic! berlin is, that we are
real. and if mention that, it is already kind of bullshidy.
so we are not real, we are super-real. or ralph-real.
and by that the third aspect is mentioned: the ralph
guy, who is neither gay nor using cocaine and he is
not even drinking alcohol and do fasting twice a year,
like a good catholic christ. this all is true as well as
his onono moustache from october 15th to december
15th.
what else... ic! berlin is about contrast and sensibility.
without contrast, no sensuality and sense. we have a
choir, we have a big piano, we have a chembalo, we
have a roofterrace. all is somehow about philosophy..
somehow..
ahhhhh, and please consider sir karl r. popper!
(if you are asking about philosophy...)
and the rest is silence, mr. wittgenstein...
further on, ic! berlin is about sheetmetal, no screws,
black jeans and singing..
just come to berlin, breath in and out

awards
1998

einfach genial tv award/mdr, germany

1998

golden silmo eyewear award, paris/france

1999

2nd of mido eyewear award, milano/italy

1999

eyewear of the year 2000/ioft, tokyo/japan

2000

eyewear of the year 2001/ioft, tokyo/japan

2002

red dot award/product design, germany

2004

eyewear of the year 2005/ioft, tokyo/japan

2005

eyewear of the year 2006/ioft, tokyo/japan

2007

landmark in the land of ideas 2007, germany

2008

golden silmo eyewear award, france/paris

2008

eyewear of the year 2009/ioft, tokyo/japan

2009

eyewear of the year 2010/ioft, tokyo/japan

2010

nobel prize for most educational catalog, berlin/germany

2015

most funny brand of the world, las vegas/usa

2020

good vision oscar, alaska/usa
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key

black / obsidian
black clear nylon
A 0123 002 001 301

metal / plastic colour
lens colour
lens colour number
temple tip colour number
frame colour number
model number
all colour combinations shown in this catalogue might
vary from the original colours and should be viewed as
approximations.
die im katalog dargestellten farbkombinationen dienen als
entscheidungshilfen und können von den originalfarben
abweichen.
les combinaisons de couleur présentées dans le catalogue servent d’aide à la décision et peuvent différer des
couleurs originales.

le combinazioni di colori rappresentate nel catalogo vi
aiutano a fare una scelta. possono tuttavia essere diverse
dai colori originali.
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use of the hinge

- disassembly

1.
wrap your ic! berlin cleaning
cloth around the lenses and
hold the frame correctly to
avoid damage.

2.
with fingers gripping only
the two outside prongs,
push down and towards
the frame so that they the
prongs slip out from their
slots.

3.
slide the temple off.

4.
if you wish to change the
lenses, carefully remove the
clamp by pulling it off.

5.
you may now change the
lenses. afterwards, press
the s-curve back together
and slide the clamp back
on.
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use of the hinge

- attaching the temple

6.
push down on the lower
prong and pull up on the
upper prong to create a
space between them.

7.
slide the temple onto the
frame so that the middle
prong is on top, while the
outer prongs are beneath.

8.
bend the hinge so that the
outer prongs slip into their
slots.

9.
push the outer prongs up
through their slots and
bend the temple back
into place. you will hear a
“click”.

10.
congratulations! you have
now mastered the art of
ic! berlin assembly. you
are able to change lenses
and temples without using
any tools.
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snap-in temple

snap-in temple
the new models with this mark all feature an
arresting new feature. the thoughtful engineers
at ic! have designed a small modification that
allows the temples to stay closed, allowing the
sunglasses to be hung over the front of a shirt
when not being worn. because the engineering
principle is the same, a snap-in temple closing
sounds like pulling the hand-brake on a car. listen
out for snap in temples at your ic! berlin dealer!
claaaack!

15

M 0162 neutron star
> page 30

M 1197 nanoshell
> page 38

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

klipp klapp superklar...
we can “klapp” our glasses close or open. do you say it
like that? anyway! in this case smaller is better, because
we can use a smaller case. and in this case (again) the
case was the beginning of the whole journey! because we
thought about making a case for additional lenses bigger,
so glasses would fit in. finally we did it the other way around
and... the result you can see, if you can see! very new: our
readers and a daughter of an existing loved one...
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both physics and ic! glasses are about the fit of
something (a physical theor y / pair of glasses) to
something else (a natural phenomenon / the shape
of a face). when the pieces fit, a fusion happens:
the glasses become alive as par t of a personality.
like the unique glasses of ic! berlin, a good physical
theor y doesn’t have screws: nothing loosens or
wears out, and a solid theor y doesn’t require retightening. a physicist brings pieces together in the
right way, suddenly there’s a ‘click’, and it fits.
that’s the ‘ic! ef fect’.
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membrane vibration
it’s physic!s

standard

M 0156 membrane vibration

base 6

black
blue clip
grey nylon
M 0156 002 101 fx

blue
black/clear nylon
M 0156 029 301 fx

pearl
blue clip
night clear nylon
M 0156 020 303 fx

my name is “membrane vibration”, i make your membrane
vibrate, that is for sure. we’re gonna have many adventures
together, if you put me on your nose. and i do not mention
the specific structure between my eyes! yes babe, feel free
to touch it!
unification in 11 dimensions
m-theor y represents an at tempt to unif y dif ferent string theories by
introducing multi-dimensional membranes as fundamental constituents
of the universe. this modern and fashionable branch of physics seems
to be even more elegant than string theor y. however, the rather
audacious claim of 11 dimensions makes the theor y so dif f icult that it
is mainly advocated by an exclusive group of theoretical physicists.
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j-shock
it’s physic!s

j-shock low
j-shock skeletal
j-shock even
j-shock spare

premium

M 0157 j-shock even

base 8
black / black clear
M 0157 002 301 fm

snap-in temple

let us fold the temple and have a sandwich together! this new
temple is fully sheet-metal. no soft end-pieces for soft sweeties.
this frame is a heavy-metal beauty. no double-bridge of course!
the impact occurs out of the blue
a shock wave is created whenever matter crashes into a pre-shock
medium at velocities higher than the internal sound speed of the medium.
the strong shock interaction creates a jump (hence j-shock) in the flow
parameters. the understanding of this phenomenon technically requires
a complex aerodynamical or hydrodynamical treatment and constitutes a
contemporar y field of research in physics and astrophysics.
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premium

M 0158 j-shock spare

base 8
black / black clear
M 0158 002 301 fs

snap-in temple

yes this frame has a hole between the eyes. we call it double
bridge. the temples are classic and simple. like we always
liked!
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premium

M 0159 j-shock low

base 8
black / black clear
M 0159 002 301 fs

snap-in temple

look at this nose area! almost double bridge! who thought,
that something like that would be possible. the temples:
good old classical since 1998! check it out and put it on!
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premium

M 0160 j-shock skeletal

base 8
black / black clear
M 0160 002 301 fb

snap-in temple

this frame goes very much in the direction of function and beauty!
read the design and understand what you can do with it, how you
can bend it, how you can build your new house with it!
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one shape in four variations.
like johann sebastian bach,
we took one idea and created
variations. in this case four!
the lens-shape is the same,
but… open your eyes and see
the differences. and listen to
the differences: these glasses
have a sound! the sound of
j-shock. maybe the sound
of ic! berlin!! it’s secret: the
temples do not open anymore
by themselves!!!

j-shock low
j-shock skeletal
j-shock even
j-shock spare
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star formation
it’s physic!s

standard

M 0161 star formation

base 6

pearl : black clip : black / clear
M 0161 020 301 fl

what a cool fucker!
and he is not “doof & geil”.
just cool and with many options
in all directions. check out this
unbelievable design around the
glasses. first we considered leaving
these deeper areas open, but then
we were convinced to do it like this.
a superb aviator frame
- can you see? - aaah, i see?!
the sun was born in collapse
the formation of stars was hidden behind the veil of obscuring dust
until new obser vational technology made the bir thplaces of stars visible
about 40 years ago. since then star formation constitutes a modern and
fashionable field of astrophysical research. the basic process is the
gravitational collapse of molecular clouds, but the ver y details of this
process are still under debate.
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neutron star
it’s physic!s

special

M 0162 neutron star

base 6

black
blue clip
black/clear
M 0162 002 301 fo

graphite
bronze clip
brown sand
M 0162 025 302 fo

easy to remember:
both foldable frames in this collection
start with “n”. ic! berlin experts know
the mother of this frame... - yes, correct it is ‘valery’!
so you see, you should take it and put in your pocket. it is
good in each and every case...
so dense, so small
one way how massive stars can end up is becoming a neutron star. it
basically consists of neutrons, forming a star with a mass of about two
solar masses compressed in a small radius of just about 20 km. this
ex tremely compact, dense and rotating object emits radiation confined
by its strong magnetic field. if the beam happens to point towards the
ear th the neutron star technically is called a pulsar.
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newton’s law
it’s physic!s

standard

M 1184 newton’s law

base 6

graphite

black
M 1184 002 007 fl

M 1184 025 007 fl

chocolate

bronze
M 1184 030 007 fl

M 1184 027 007 fl

try this frame and win the nobel prize! this frame is a guarantee
to look intelligent, even with an iq below 47. it comes with an
intelligent nylon system. women like intelligent men and men
kiss intelligent women. why do we mention this? because it
might increase numbers of this frame… and is absolutely true!
forces mean motion
new ton’s physics of fer a big frame to deal with ever yday mechanical
problems in a classic way. new ton’s second law, relating mechanical
motions to acting forces, can be seen as the basis of classical
mechanics. for physicists it may have a friendly, reliable f lavor, as it
refers to a time in physics before nature was discovered to go mad on
ver y small and ver y large scales.
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hamilton’s principle
it’s physic!s

standard

M 1185 hamilton’s principle

base 6

black
M 1185 002 007 fl

chrome
M 1185 001 007 fl

bronze
M 1185 030 007 fl

gun metal
M 1185 023 007 fl

matt copper
M 1185 009 007 fl

how simple! a frame, that will fit at least 87,56%
of all faces… worldwide! start your career in
glasses and start with this frame. i recommend
to take this frame in all colors. yes, i love this
frame, yes i wear this frame, yes i believe
hamilton would have worn it as well.

nature goes for the extremal
hamilton provided an elegant reformulation of newton’s mechanics,
termed as analy tical mechanics. the business of determining mechanical
motions on the basis of acting forces is shown to be equivalent to the
principle of stationar y action: the real trajector y of a par ticle is the one
corresponding to an extremal action functional. this principle later turned
out to also be a decent tool in the formulation of quantum physics.
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kepler’s laws
it’s physic!s

standard

M 1196 kepler’s laws

base 6
black
blue clip
M 1196 002 007 fl

pearl
graphite clip
M 1196 020 007 fl

bronze
graphite clip
M 1196 030 007 fl

matt copper
black clip
M 1196 009 007 fl

blue
black clip
M 1196 029 007 fl

small and beautiful! why always big and
massive. be happy having a small face!
this frame is for you! uuuh, it is screwless
and made out of superstabil sheetmetal
- okay, not a surprise, but always good to
mention. regards and kisses to all people
with a not so big face!

tell me how the planets move
the planetar y motion is a famous manifestation of a plain, classic and
timeless physical relation. the planets move on ellipses with the sun at
one focus. a line that connects a planet to the sun sweeps out equal
areas in equal periods of time. fur thermore the square of the period of
a planet is propor tional to the cube of the semi-major a xis of its orbit.
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nanoshell
it’s physic!s

special

M 1197 nanoshell

base 4

chrome
pearl clip
M 1197 001 007 ff

black
blue clip
M 1197 002 007 ff

blue
black clip
M 1197 029 007 ff

“i can not read that! it’s too small...” in that case please
immediately take the foldable nanoshell out of your shell
(“regal”). it is ideal for each pocket and will help you read
even the smallest printed books. so this is obviously a frame
that encourages education.
the power of collective excitation
a nanoshell is a ver y practical spherical nanopar ticle used in
nanomedicine and nano-technology. it comprised of a dielectric
core covered by a metallic shell, exhibiting the possibilit y of plasmon
excitation leading to a hybridization interaction of the shell layers.
nanoshells interact with incident electromagnetic radiation. due to their
compact structure and their favorable optical and chemical proper ties
they have a ver y broad range of applications.
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linearity
it’s physic!s

standard

A 0556 linearity

base 6

matt gold
creme
A 0556 024 512 952

chrome
obsidian
A 0556 001 801 952

black
moiré
A 0556 002 712 952

aubergine
almondblossom
A 0556 028 510 952

chrome
grey-transparent
glossy
A 0556 001 404 952

classic, perfect fit, forever young, i love you,
what a shape! ralph, do not make too many
words. this frame is above long descriptions.
it is what it is and if you can’t see, try to
touch and read with your hands.

the whole is the sum of the pieces
physicists have a tender feeling towards linearit y: linearit y makes
ever y thing easy. linear problems can be divided into par ts: the whole
is the sum of the pieces, not less not more. therefore linearization is an
ageless and classic approach to make physical problems easy to tackle.
the search for linearit y is a vintage example of the physicist’s attempt to
make the world comprehensible.
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power law
it’s physic!s

standard

A 0557 power law

base 6
bronze
coffee
brown/sand
A 0557 030 716 302

black
obsidian
green
A 0557 002 801 102

chrome
black-rough
black/clear
A 0557 001 804 301

pearl
grey matt
black/clear
A 0557 020 405 301

black
black-rough
brown/sand
A 0557 002 804 302

do you know what that is? is it a term from
court? this frame is powerful and makes the
owner 2,98% more strong, powerful and tall.
read this frame and ask for the ‘rough’ one!
this is the strongest, if you can!

the answer is polynomial
physicists tr y to understand nature in terms of timeless, simple relations.
but nature itself is complex. therefore, empirical data of ten needs to be
fitted first to get an idea about the underlying physics. one classic and
established way of fitting data is the use of a power law: the measured
quantity behaves like a power of a problem-defining parameter. a power
law ansatz usually means good fitting results in a rather casual, noncomplicated way.
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galactic jet
it’s physic!s

shield

M 5304 galactic jet

base 9

chrome
grey
M 5304 001 101

chrome
smoke
M 5304 001 106

chrome
brown sand
M 5304 001 302

new shield lens color
with anti-reflection!

the most simple and ic! berlinish frame ever - shields,
second edition! this specific design is also fitting to all kind
of cars, all possible bikes, and sneakers. try them out and
please fall in love immediately. wearing this frame makes you
loose 3,45 kg a week!
falling in means jetting off
active gala xies are believed to harbor a supermassive black hole in
their center, which is accreting mass. in the course of this accretion
process mat ter is ejected in opposite directions from the disk within
highly collimated, energetic and fast out f lows: so called galactic jets.
these jets of fer protection to energetic par ticles from their other wise
irreversible fate of being trapped in the interior of a black hole.
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supernova
it’s physic!s

shield

M 5305 supernova

base 9

chrome
grey
M 5305 001 101

chrome
smoke
M 5305 001 106

chrome
brown sand
M 5305 001 302

new shield lens color
with anti-reflection!

our shields are sooo simple, sooo beautiful, sooo light.
supernova is sporty and fits with porsche and ferrari! you
even can drive a maserati or masi or go running on the
beach, this frame is always your best friend! i tried out!!!
life will end in an explosion
a s u p e r n ova i s a n ex tre m e l y e n e rg eti c a n d l u m i n o u s ste l l a r ex p l o s i o n.
i t i s c a u s e d e i th e r by g r av i t ati o n a l c o l l a p s e of a m a s s i ve st a r o r by
th e i g n i ti o n of c a r b o n f u s i o n a n d s u b s e q u e nt r u n away n u c l e a r f u s i o n
i n a w h i te d wa r f. th i s s u p e r n ova ex p l o s i o n ex p e l s m at te r at ve r y h i g h
s p e e d (u p to 3 0 0 0 0 k m /s), d r i v i n g a hyd ro d y n a m i c s h o c k wave i nto
th e a m b i e nt m e d i u m.
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born years ago, when we recognized that it is not
wrong if women design women’s glasses, and model
for those beauties as beauties. beauties for beauties,
that is the headline, and from 2011 on, we’re gonna
take it super serious! the future is a woman and we
create the glasses for her!
“i love that blue car over there!” - “i love that audi s8
with 400 ps...” which sentence is said by a woman?
correct, women are more about colors, so we very
much focused on that part!
and we do not shoot these pictures just so fast and
spontaneous.. très chic is very chic and we made
a bigger thing out of it.. the plan is to have a book
with the stories of all women being shown here! the
amazing très chic sunglasses (very very very female!!)
will come soon!
always in a special clutch case with a very very very
very special and female additional gift... you will see....
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special

M 1194

effronté

base 6

black
graphite clip
black matt
M 1194 002 802 007

chocolate
bronze clip
coffee
M 1194 027 716 007

graphite
bronze clip
black matt
M 1194 025 802 007

aubergine
bronze clip
almond blossom
M 1194 028 510 007

the beautiful french immediately know what this frame is about!
of course it is about love, and beauty and women. the century or
millennium (in worst or best case) of woman started last year on
december second. it is not about india, russia, china or brazil - no, the
biggest market is women... but of course that’s not why we create
this beauties. it is because we love ...
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special

M 1195

maligne

base 6

black
pearl clip
moiré
M 1195 002 712 007

graphite
bronze clip
caramel
M 1195 025 714 007

aubergine
bronze clip
almond-blossom
M 1195 028 510 007

again, the french people know.. so immediately learn that beautiful
language. this frames comes in a specific woman orientated design.
it is female and considers the beauty of female human beings. female
female female - somehow might be jealous, but if you check out our
collection... kisses to all hers...
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urban evolution
in wicker, herringbone, and braid.

when the ic! berlin model ‘urban’ was released in 2008
it recieved the prestigious ‘golden silmo eyewear award’
at the silmo fair in paris. it has since become a classic,
one of the most popular ic! berlin frames all over the
world, and is almost synonymous with the brand.
in 2011, we are updating urban with three new luxury
editions. these variants were inspired by the fashion
industry, and reference textiles with their special
textures. this texture has been soft engraved into the
metal. up close, the textures ‘wicker’, ‘herringbone’ and
‘braid’ all recall the textures of finely woven fabrics.
--urban was a good one. urban was designed by mr
jeremy tarian, the founder of the world wide operated
brand tarian. now we redesigned this frame and put a
structure on the surface. and you see how different and
amazing and wonderful and amazing and wonderful
and amazing and wonderful and amazing it is now!
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urban evolution
in wicker, herringbone, and braid.

standard

M 1187 urban evolution - wicker

base 6

bronze / black / black clip
M 1187 030 007 ew
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standard

M 1186 urban evolution - herring bone

base 6

pearl / black / black clip
M 1186 020 007 eh
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standard

M 1188 urban evolution - braid

base 6

graphite / black / black clip
M 1188 025 007 eb
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jéréMy collection 2

this is about timeless glasses inspired by cities. if i am
right we are talking about new york, los angeles, tokyo,
beijing, hong kong, cairo, london, paris and berlin.
each city has a specific headline. nyc for example is
energy! of course! guess what berlin is about, or paris?
beauty? creativity? chaos? who knows...
this collection brings us to these cities and we’re gonna
publish a specific lookbook about the cities and the
glasses and jeremy and of course ralph. all together
and nyc was being shot in early february! you will see
and love!
ja.. when all cities have their glasses, we start again
and release new colors.. and new shooting, checking
out, what changes.. soooo much information? you need
more? so stay tuned or go to nyc : christopher street 77...
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jfk terminal 1
jéréMy collection 2

standard

jéréMy collection 2

A 0558 jfk terminal 1

base 6

black
obsidian
A 0558 002 801 007 pt

pearl
almond-blossom
A 0558 020 510 007 pt

matt-gold
creme
A 0558 024 512 007 pt

this frame is is is veeeery timeless! we’re not gonna change
it within the next 97 years. jeremy designed a frame for
women and men from 2,27 to 101 years. we shot in nyc and
of course jeremy designed it in nyc! headline is energy!
so take care!
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jfk terminal 2
jéréMy collection 2

standard

jéréMy collection 2

A 0559 jfk terminal 2

base 6

chrome
brown-fade
A 0559 001 507 007

chrome
obsidian-fade
cigarillo temple
A 0559 001 509 007

pearl
black matt
A 0559 020 802 007

if you fly from to nyc from berlin you arrive at terminal 3.
very ugly and dark and without starbucks. this frame is the
opposite! it is like a fresh kiss in central park, a hot night in
soho or a good business dinner in downtown!
take it and don’t switch until the year 2108!
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swiss edition

simple, elegant and functional. the swiss edition are
the epitome of swiss design from our long-time friend
markus moser. this collection was inspired by a flight
through the swiss alps, which explains the names
they take from alpine passes. the large and small
variants of these frames (previously only available in
switzerland) are now released world-wide. as well as
this, each model is now available in two new colour
combinations with contrasting clips.
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sanetsch medium & large
swiss edition

standard

chrome

graphite

black

gun metal

M 5083 001 007 M 5083 025 007 M 5083 002 007 M 5083 023 007

* this version is medium.
a large version is specially available in switzerland.

pearl
graphite clip
M 5082 020 007 fl

bronze
graphite clip
M 5082 030 007 fl

a large version (with new colour combinations) is now
available all over the world!
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nufenen medium & large
swiss edition

standard

chrome

graphite

black

gun metal

M 5085 001 007 M 5085 025 007 M 5085 002 007 M 5085 023 007

* this version is medium.
a large version is specially available in switzerland.

pearl
graphite clip
M 5084 020 007 fl

bronze
graphite clip
M 5084 030 007 fl

a large version (with new colour combinations) is now
available all over the world!
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grimsel medium & small
swiss edition

standard

blue

graphite

black

chocolate

M 5086 029 007 M 5086 025 007 M 5086 002 007 M 5086 027 007

* this version is medium.
a small version is specially available in switzerland.

pearl
graphite clip
M 5087 020 007 fl

bronze
graphite clip
M 5087 030 007 fl

a small version (with new colour combinations) is now
available all over the world!
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furka medium & large
swiss edition

standard

blue

black

graphite

M 5089 029 007 M5089 025 007

chocolate

M5089 002 007 M 5089 027 007

* this version is medium.
a large version is specially available in switzerland.

pearl
graphite clip
M 5088 020 007 fl

bronze
graphite clip
M 5088 030 007 fl

a large version (with new colour combinations) is now
available all over the world!
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athletic! collection
as part of the 2011 ic! collection, we are releasing 3
new athletic! frames. in a way, the extreme flexibility
and toughness of all ic! berlin frames makes them
‘athletic’, but our athletic! frames are special:
they all feature flextreme temples - temples with a
special inner-form that makes them easy to bend but
hold their shape well. properly adjusted flextreme
temples will fit the wearer’s head perfectly, ensuring
that your glasses stay on your face while you’re
swinging upside-down from a trapeze.
all athletic models lenses are oliophobically coated,
meaning they repel dirt and oil. this is useful if
you’re mountain-biking through particularly muddy
puddles, or if you’re simply someone who never
cleans anything, ever.
new athletic! feature snap-in temples: an ingenious
feature made possible by tiny ribs on the hinge, that
allows the frames to stay closed when hung over the
front of a sweaty marathon runner’s singlet.
all athletic! models come with an ic! berlin sports
necklace to keep your glasses handy while you’re
not wearing them. this is especially useful when
exploring outer space, as things have a tendency to
drift away from you in zero gravity.
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quickclick 3
athletic!

premium

M 4066 quickclick 3

base 8
snap-in temple

black : black / clear
M 4066 002 301
with a spare set of orange lenses

fashion-silver : black / clear
M 4066 010 301

graphite : brown sand
M 4066 025 302

with a set of blue-mirrored lenses.

with a spare set of orange lenses

to be honest: i, ralph, love this frame more than
chai-tea latte at this green cof fee-shop. it is per fectly
balanced and jumps into your face like a sof t and sweet
pussycat. somehow like that. it is spor ty and the one
which makes spor ts more ef fective. at least it is like a
ver y strong protein bar!
[ all quickclick models come with a denim lens case! ]
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messenger 4
athletic!

premium

XM 0046 messenger 4

base 8

graphite : grey polarized
XM 0046 025 901

gun-metal : brown / sand nylon
XM 0046 023 302

snap-in temple

fashion-silver : orange
XM 0046 010 105

messenger four is faster than messenger three.
or opposite? it is fast and spor ty for sure. and new!
and high end super cool design from berlin.
we consider the latest results from university of
oldenburg and hope to create another genius ideal
spor ts frame for you!!
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premium

M 0047 grit b.

base 8

black : black to grey polarized
M 0047 002 905

new lens color !
snap-in temple

graphite : clear
M 0047 025 007

it comes with polarized
gradient lenses! wow, that
is new! and in clear, for your
prescription. it is spor ty and
cool! it is new and timeless.
it is with two lenses and
temples. it is made out of
real sheet-metal and can
almost fly.
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jürgen mayer h. special collection

..is there somebody out there who doesn‘t know
this genius guy? this extraordinary architect from
berlin? this glasses designer who left symmetry
behind him like old underwear!?
jürgen mayer h.!!!! just his name is a statement
which gives a direction to the new millenium.
his buildings stand out of the mediocre world of
houses that we see everywhere around us.
now he‘s done these glasses for us, and proved
that symmetry is no longer a necessity for
beautiful glasses! mayer h. is pointing out that
human beings‘ faces are never symmetric!
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after an at least 11 month period of preparation, we
were able to shoot these frames exactly on the day
of superbowl final on sunday february 6th!!! how
exiting to convince this international supermodel
maira becke to come to our hotelroom at standard
hotel in nyc meatpacking district!
if you see these frames in this superbowled context,
there is no doubt anymore, that the world is a big
asymmetric superbowl, designed by superbowly
jürgen mayer h.!!!

special

boytoy

graphite
black clip
mahogany brown nylon
M 1189 025 107 fl

graphite : black clip : grey fume
M 1189 025 108 fl
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special

okidoki

graphite
black clip
grey-fume nylon
M 1192 025 108 fl

graphite : black clip : mahogany
M 1192 025 107 fl

jürgen mayer h. special collection

special

remmidemmi

graphite
black clip
mahogany brown nylon
M 1190 025 107 fl

graphite : black clip : grey fume
M 1190 025 108 fl
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special

tictoc

graphite
black clip
mahogany brown nylon
M 1191 025 107 fl

graphite : black clip : grey fume
M 1191 025 108 fl

jürgen mayer h. special collection

special

larifari

graphite
black clip
grey-fume nylon
M 1193 025 108 fl

graphite : black clip : mahogany
M 1193 025 107 fl
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to kick-start the spring/summer season for 2011,
screwless sheet-metal designer ic! berlin have come
together in collaboration with the german born, uk
based, wild-children felder felder.
this collaboration has produced ‘the doors’; a sensual
rock design invoking a punk aesthetic, complimented
by sleek production, tough, light-weight metal and the
classic ic! berlin hinge.
this design has all the trademarks of both brands: the
clash of glamourous femininity with the rough-andtumble, hard look of 1980’s london is unmistakably
felder felder. the tactile, flexible metallic structure
with a smooth finish is the trademark engineering of
ic! berlin that allows the frame to be both lightweight
and almost indestructible. ‘the doors’ is the perfect
meeting of contrasting opposites.
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price on request

XM 0048 the doors

base 6

black / black clear
XM 0048 002 301

base 6

chrome / black clear
XM 0048 001 301

hand studded gold riveting makes ‘the doors’ a really unique design.
this frame is in serious need of an attitude adjustment.
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dr. ihab - limited edition

what‘s this? glasses for your glasses?
they‘re changeable? they‘re exchangeable? dr. ihab
just got a fresh update with these snap-on fronts.
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dr. ihab dots
dr. ihab - limited edition

special

A 0560 dr. ihab dots

base 6
matt-gold : obsidian : obsidian : black/clear nylon
A 0560 024 801 798 301

the experts from nasa in california found out that these
glasses help against cosmic rays and specific kinds of
‘migraine’. because of that, this frame is more a medicine
than a fashion item.
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dr. ihab straight
dr. ihab - limited edition

special

A 0561 dr. ihab straight

base 6
black : obsidian : obsidian : black/clear nylon
A 0561 002 801 798 301

the two faces of dr. ihab! without softer nicer sweeter..
with the metal part on top, more like a top manager from
south italy, or like me, mr ralph! it also offers the contrast
of acetate and metal. take care, i love it...
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dr. ihab lines
dr. ihab - limited edition

special

A 0562 dr. ihab lines

base 6
black : obsidian : obsidian : black/clear nylon
A 0562 002 801 798 301

the world is getting 37,4% more 3d watching through
this specific full metal shield. yes you can take it off, but
better not! in some parts of the world it might even save
your life!
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finally forty!

almost fifty - finally forty!
no longer a young unexperienced boy!
special anniversary model which celebrates ralph,
the experienced guy who is living peace and harmony,
walking in water (not quite on).
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finally forty!
finally forty!

premium

M 0036 finally forty!

base 6
black : black/clear nylon
M 0036 002 801 301

originally a unique gif t to ralph for his 40th bir thday,
this frame was so popular that we decided to put it
into production. the bridge is punctured with 40 holes
in memor y of 40 years.

40 holes in memor y of 40 years.
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re-launched models with new colors !
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jesse
metallic! sunglasses

standard

M 4043 jesse

base 8

gun metal : black to grey polarized
M 4043 023 905

new lens color !

normally men do not use make up. in this case, jesse
did a color treatment and now looks so fresh and
beautiful, like new born. also this frame with new new
new!!! gradient polarized lenses!!!
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lana
metallic! sunglasses

standard

M 0142 lana

base 6

black : black to grey polarized
M 0142 002 905 pt

new lens color !

base 6

aubergine : blueberry gradient polarized
M 0142 028 906 pt

new lens color !

put new make-up on and nobody will recognize you
anymore. color can change the world and this old
love is like a new girlfriend from milano, without being
somebody else! we have to point out, that one par t of
the new make-up are super high end polarized gradient
lenses, which is new new new!!
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guenther n.
metallic! sunglasses

standard

M 0077 guenther n.

base 6

fashion-silver : silver mirrored *
M 0077 010 402 fr

blue : fashion silver : orange nylon *
M 0077 029 010 105 fr

blue : black/clear nylon
M 0077 029 301

gun-metal : brown/sand nylon
M 0077 023 302

graphite : grey polarized
M 0077 025 901

do i have to waste your time by making too many words
about guenther n? this guy is classic, this guy is cool,
this guy is… check out the new colors and fall in love
again and again and again and again!!
* limited edition

premium
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furka large

75

furka medium

74

galactic jet

44

grimsel medium

72

grimsel small
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grit b.
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hamilton’s principle

34

j-shock even

23

j-shock low

25

j-shock skeletal

26

j-shock spare
jesse

24
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jfk terminal 1

62

jfk terminal 2

64

kepler’s laws
lana
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larifari
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linearity

40

maligne

52

membrane vibration

20

messenger 4

80

nanoshell

38

neutron star

30

newton’s law
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nufenen large

71

nufenen medium

70

okidoki

88

power law

42

quickclick 3

78

remmidemmi

89

sanetsch large

69

sanetsch medium

68

star formation

28

supernova

46

the doors

94

tictoc

90

urban evolution - braid

59

urban evolution - herring bone

58

urban evolution - wicker
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new kids glasses

will come very soon

www.ic-berlin.de
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